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A Comparison of Direction Finding Results From an FFT Peak Identification 
Technique With Those From the Music Algorithm 

L.E. Montbriand 

Abstract 

A peak identification technique which uses the FFT algorithm is presented for 
unambiguously identifying up to three sources in signals received by the sampled aperture 
receiving array (SARA) of the Communications Research Centre. The technique involves 
removing phase rotations resulting from the F'FT and the data configuration and interpreting this 
result as the direction cosine distribution of the received signal. The locations and amplitudes of 
an peaks for one array arm are matched with those in a master list for a single source in order to 
identify actual sources. The identification of actual sources was found to be subject to the 
limitations of the FFT in that there was an inherent bias for the secondary and tertiary sources to 
appear at the side-lobe positions of the strongest source. There appears to be a limit in the ratio 
of the magnitude of a weaker source to that of the strongest source, below which it becomes too 
difficult to reliably identify true sources. For the SARA array this ratio is near -10 dB. 

Some of the data were also analyzed using the more complex MUSIC algorithm which 
yields a narrower directional peak for the sources than the FFT. For the SARA array, using 
ungroomed data, the largest side and grating lobes that the MUSIC algorithm produces are 
some 10 dB below the largest side and grating lobes that are produced using the FFT algorithm. 
Consequently the source-separation problem is less than that encountered using the FFT 
algorithm, but is not eliminated. 
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Executive Summary 

A pealc identification technique is presented which uses the FFT algorithm for 
unambiguously identifying up to three sources in signals received by the sampled aperture 
receiving array (SARA) of the Communications Research Centre. The technique involves (1) 
performing an FF1' on a set of signals received by one of the two arms of the receiving array, 
(2) removing phase rotations resulting from the FFT and the data configuration, (3) interpreting 
this result as the direction cosine distribution of the received signal, (4) matching the locations 
and the amplitudes of all peaks with those in a master list for a single source, (5) repeating 
steps 1 to 4 with the second-ann data and (6) matching the phase and amplitude of potential 
sources on one arm to the phase and amplitude of potential sources on the other ann. The 
identification of the sources was found to be subject to the limitations of the FFT in that there 
was an inherent bias for the secondary and tertiary sources to appear at the side-lobe positions 
of the strongest source. There appears to be a limiting ratio of the magnitude of a wealcer 
source to that of the strongest source, below which it becomes too difficult to reliably identify 
other true sources. Their main-lobe peaks fall between the side-lobe peaks of the strongest 
peaks, but also present are contributions from side lobes of other sources and from noise and 
interference. For the SARA array this ratio is near -10 dB. 

Time equivalent data can be used to deterrnine directional results for each scan of the 
receivers and based on a time history of such scans it is possible to determine the Doppler 
frequency of the different sources. This information can be used to verify the authenticity of 
some of the weaker sources identified. 

Some of the data were also analyzed using the MUSIC algorithm. The MUSIC 
algorithm yields a narrower directional pealc for the sources than the FFT. For the SARA array, 
using ungroomed data, the largest side and grating lobes that the MUSIC algorithm produces 
are some 10 dB below the largest side and grating lobes that are produced using the FFT 
algorithm. Consequently the source - separation problem is reduced relative to that encountered 
with the FFT algorithm, but is not eliminated. The MUSIC algorithm is not as simple to use 
and is much slower than conventional techniques, including the peak identification technique 
described above. 
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1. Introduction 

The fast Fourier transform (1.1-1 ) is widely used today to replace the slower Fourier 
transform. The discrete-time version, or DFT, has been used by many in the past 15 years 
for processing data recorded by the sampled aperture receiving array (SARA) at the 
Communications Research Centre (CRC), e.g., Rice (1973), Rice and Winacott (1977), 
Montbriand (1981). The potential and limitations of using the DFT for separating two or 
more signals received by the SARA array had not been adequately investigated in the past, 
and such a study was made a part of a cooperative study CRC participated in with the 
Naval Oceans Systems Center (NOSC). This report presents the method and results of 
CRC's part of that study. 

Section 2 briefly describes the DFT procedure, including the phase rotations that are 
present in the results as a result of the DFT itself, as well as phase rotations which are 
introduced by the positioning of the data samples in the data array used by the DFT when 
the data sample length is shorter than the data array length. It is shown that removing these 
phase rotations is the key to matching sources identified on one array arm with the same 
source identifiable on the other arm. Directional aliasing is discussed, and it is shown that 
the uneven spacing of the elements of the SARA array makes it possible to unambiguously 
resolve directionally aliased results. Section 3 examines the case where the data samples are 
not evenly spaced. It is shown that it is usually better to insert zeros for missing data 
samples, but that under certain circumstances it is better to use linearly interpolated results 
for the missing samples. Section 4 describes a Peak Identification (PI) technique that was 
developed and the DOPFUR and TIMFUR analysis programs that used this technique for 
uniquely identifying two, three and in rare cases four sources. Section 5 presents 
simulation results of the resolution study using a special version of DOPFUR called RESL. 
Section 6 presents experimental results on Doppler-frequency-separated data using the 
DOPFUR program and Section 7 presents experimental results using the TIMFUR 
program on raw data which had been corrected into an equivalent time sequence. Section 8 
in conjunction with Appendix A details the program TMUSIC for processùig data from the 
SARA array using the MUSIC algorithm. Some of the results obtained from this program 
are presented in Section 9 for simulated and experimental data. 

2. Theoretical 

2.1 Discrete Fourier Transform 

The DFT is summarized as follows: if xn  is the n-th of N signal samples spaced in 
time or position then X k, the k-th of N unambiguous frequency components spaced in 
frequency or direction-cosine is given by: 

N-1 
Xic= 	xn  expRœj22tkn)/N] 	 (1) 

n=0 	 • 

where k has the values 0,.±1, ±2, ....±(N-1)/2 and -N/2. 
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2.2 Phase Rotations in DFT Resulting From Signal and DFT 

The DFT converts the sample data into frequency components, and the left side of 
equation (1) gives the phase and amplitude of each frequency component. The phase is 
made up of two components, one due to the signal, which is described below, and the 
other due to the DFT. This latter component can be seen in terms of each of the Xk 
frequency components and the phase they would have at the centre position of the data 
sample. For k = ±1 (see Figure 1) the phase at the first and last + 1 position is 00 ; and at 
the centre 180°. For k =± 2 the centre phase is 0°; the centre phase thus increments 180° 
with each increment of k. This centre phase rotation is due to the DFT and can be removed 
by multiplying each component in (1) by exp[jitkl. The expression for Xk becomes: 

X'k = expUltlek 

Figure 1. Variation of phase over data set for Fourier indices k=0,1 and 2. 

The phase remaining is that due to the signal. The resulting responses X' k due to 
the signal can be understood by noting that the variation of the magnitude and phase of the 

k values with k will be the same as the directional response of a uniformly weighted 
linear antenna array. In both cases there is a main lobe, side lobes and nulls. In the case of 
a linear array, an Jek value actually corresponds to the response of an array steered in a 
direction given by k (as indicated in Section 2.5). For a steering index 19, the main lobe (in 
k-space) falls on /9 and the nulls and sidelobes are displaced from 19 by fixed amounts 
which do not depend on 19 . A signal from one direction thus has an entirely predictable set 
of responses rk once its centre direction 19 is defined. The main lobe has a phase CD and 
the side lobes a phase of so or cb+7t, and this phase as indicated above corresponds to that at 
the centre of the data sample or the antenna array. When more than one source is present, 
the amplitude and phase at each index k will correspond to the vector sum of the 
components from each source. Removing the phase rotation due to the DFT allows one to 
examine this amplitude and phase structure and is a key to matching a source identifiable on 
one array arm with the same source identifiable on the other arm, since both arms have the 
center position in conunon. 

(2) 
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23 Phase Rotation Due to Number of Samples Shorter Than FF7' Data Array 
Length 

If the number of data samples is n and is less than the FFT data array length N the 
actual summation is over n  rather than N. The 1800  phase rotation between frequency bins 
is reduced to 180.1/N and equation (1) becomes: 

X'k = exp UnknINIX k 

By multiplying each frequency component by expUricil/NJ the phase rotation due to 
the difference in the sample length and the FFT array length is removed. (For the SARA 
array used, which is described later, N = 2048 was used and for the short arm, which 
contains 16 elements spread over n = 31 inter-element spaces of 7.62 m, the phase rotation 
is 2.72° between frequency bins. For the long arm, which contains 42 elements spread 
over n = 155 inter-element spaces of 7.62 m, the phase rotation is 13.62° between 
frequency bins.) 

2.4 Phase Rotation Due to Placement of Samples in FF7' Data Array 

If the number of samples n is less than N and the ri values of x are positioned in the 
N-point data array starting at n + à where à is the number of zero terms preceding the first 
non-zero data value, then the signal in frequency bin k is: 

M-m - 1 
Xicià  = E xn  expR-j2r,k(n+à))/N] 	 (4) 

n=:) 

which can be expressed as 

Xkà= exp[( -j 27ckà)/N1Xk 

The exponential part of the expression represents the phase rotation due to the 
position of the samples in the data array to be processed by the FFT. This phase rotation, 
O  at the frequency bin k, where k = 0,.±1, ±2, etc. is: 

0 = arctan[-tan(2ickAIN)] = -27tkAIN 	 (6) 

This phase rotation due to the positioning of the samples in the data array can be 
eliminated by sta.cking the non-zero samples at the beginning of the data array. 

(3) 

(5) 
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2.5 Cone Angle 

The cone angle is defined as the angle between the array arm and the direction of the 
incoming signal. This cone angle can be related to spatial frequencies by converting to 
direction cosùie index (I) by: 

I =JUN sinelc 

where 

f = radio frequency (MHz) 

U = element of unit spacing (7.62 meters for the SARA array) 

N = number of elements in FFT array (a power of 2) 

6+= cone angle of source 

c = velocity of light (lcrn/s) 

The direction cosine index is exactly the same as the frequency index k in equation 
(1) and has the values I = 0, ±1, ±2,...±(N-1)/2, -N/2 where I = 0 corresponds to the 
boresight direction, = 0 °, orthogonal to the array line. 

2.6 Grating Lobes 

A grating lobe, or ambiguous  direction-of-arrivai  result is termed direction aliasing 
and occurs when the antenna spacing for the radio frequency used results in more then one 
possible solution for the DOA of an incoming signal. When the array is steered to a cone 
angle of 00, the grating lobe has a cone angle given by 

sin(e+g)= M C I (f n U) 

where 
0 g=  cone angle of the wavefront at a grating lobe 

= grating lobe order, 0, 1, 2, ... 

n = number of unit spacings U between adjacent antennas 

There is a different 82  for each nU (and value of M), and the importance of each 
depends on how many times  the  spacing nU occurs in the array. 

(7) 

(8) 
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2.7 The SARA Array and the Antenna Patterns of its Arms 

The SARA array used in the Texas to Ottawa test is illustrated in Figure 2. It is composed of 42 elements in a north-west to south-east arm and 16 elements in an 
orthogonal south-west to north-east arm. The short arm has 14 inter-element spacings of 15.24 m and one of 22.86 m. On the long arm there are 16 inter-element spaces of 
15 - 24  m, one of 22.86 m and 26 spaces of 38.10 m. In both arms the 22.86 m inter-
element space is located at the centre. Tests can be performed using groupings of elements 
within each arm; this work is concerned with the 42 by 16 and the 16 by 16 (irmer) element arrays. 

Figure 2. SARA array configuration. Minimum spacing utilized was 15.24 m with 
22.86 m at the centre. 

the 	For a single source near endfire of the short arm the antenna or radiation pattern for 
short 16-element array is shown in Figure 3. Each of the peaks corresponds to a main, 

grA ,,atin_ g or side lobe and has a phase, relative to that of the main lobe, of either O'or 180°. 

Phase  1.1 la.  a Ineans of illustrating both amplitude and pealc phase in one graph, ail  pealcs with 180° 
,ase  were replotted in Figure 4 as having negative amplitudes. Figure 5 shows a similarly ni  

L:"Ited pattern for the long arm. Again, the magnitudes are coded positive and negative, 
"'"' Positive values indicating the phase of the main lobe (0) which is near the direction 
cosine  . 1800.mdex -747 in Figure 4 and -87 in Figure 5. The negative values indicate a phase cp 
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Figure 3. Directional response of short ann. 
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Figure 5. Phase coded directional response of long ann. Positive amplitudes are for 
0.0° and negative amplitudes are for 180.0°. 

2.8 Phase at the Centre of the Array Arm 

The phase of the main lobe is and, as indicated earlier, this is the signal phase at 
itilaio_.entre of the array arm. When two sources are present and located at different sky 
_ 'lons (elevation and bearing), each source will have a relative directional distribution 
which has the saine  shape but differs in the absolute locations of the main and other lobes and in the amplitudes of these lobes. The combined directional distribution is the vectorial su.  in of the  

tw0 directional distributions. There will be two main lobes and they will have 
Phases  near 	th e phase of the first source, and (D2, the phase of the second source. If 

e  two main lobes are not separable on an arm, the combined main lobe has a phase b 
etween 0 1  and 02.  

2 .9  Capability of Resolving Direction Aliaring if Data Recorded by Unevenly 
Spaced Array 

One of the  used n_ 	problems encountered by the SARA array is that the most commonly 
lobe arrowest spacing between elements, 2U or 15.24 m, is large enough for grating 

will s to occur. For frequencies slightly above 19.67 MHz a source at a cone angle of 90°
also aPpear at a cone angle just above 0° and just less than 180°. The next shortest 

lob; ;element space is 22.86 m. Its grating lobe structure interacts with the first grating 
dir  the 15.24 m spacing to produce the modulated peaks in Figure 4 centered at the 
s  ection cosine index (DCI) = +282. The two pealcs have equal powers which are 2.5 dB 

ler than that of the main lobe, and have opposite phases. The long arm has inter-
eslement spaces of 15.24, 22.86 and 38.10 m and these produce the grating lobes in Figure 
th at  DCI = -497 , 322, and 728 with magnitudes 3.1, 3.1 and 3.2 dB, respectively, below 

at of the rnain lobe. 
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500 1000 

Thus, from these figures it is seen that the signals and phases at the grating lobes 
for an unevenly spaced array are not duplicates of the main lobe. They have their own 
unique signature of direction cosine index, phase and magnitude which makes it possible to 
positively identify them as grating lobes. 

Directional aliasing for the SARA array will occur for all inter-element spacings 
when the radio frequency f is greater than 19.67 MHz. For f = 19.87 MHz and M 1 at 
DCI = 1024 the cone angle is 0° and there is no aliasing but for!  = 24.00 MHz and M 1  
at DCI = 1024 the cone angle is 34.95° and aliasing occurs over cone angles 0 to 34.95° . 
Stated in terms of the DCI, aliasing occurs when the direction cosine index I as defined by 
equation (7) for a frequency f increases above N, the number of elements, as the cone angle 
o  increases. When this happens, the magnitudes at DCI k -1024 are repeated at DCI 
+1024 and the magnitudes at DCI 5 +1024 are repeated at DCI 5 -1024. This is shown by 
the upper curves in Figure 6 which is an extended reproduction of Figure 3. When phase 
is considered also, we note that the distribution from DCI = -1024, -1023,...1024 cannot 
be merely repeated at +1024; all the aliased points must have 180° added to their phase. In 
this way the phase is continuous at the aliased points. The same applies when the points 
ending at +1024 are repeated at -1024. Note that the aliased main lobe has a phase which is 
180° different from that of the principal main lobe. The same principle applies to the long 
ann. Thus, by comparing the phases on each arm, the aliased main lobe can be identified 
and eliminated. 

IF ALIASED, REPRODUCE THIS SECTION TO LEFT OF -1024 AND RIGHT 
OF +1024 AND CHANGE PHASE BY ise, I.E., INVERT GRAPH  AS  811°WN 

A 

-2000 	-1500 	 -1000 	-500 	 0 
DIRECTION COSINE INDEX 

1500 

Figure 6. Phase coded directional response of short arm illustrating aliasing. 
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3. Unevenly Spaced Samples 

3.1 Value to Use For Missing Samples 

Replacing the missing samples or, in this case signais  at missing antennas, with 
zeros is a cortunon practice and has been regularly used for processing signals recorded by 
,the SARA array. When such a data sample is processed with an FFT, and the signal is 'Tom an isolated source, the resultant directional distribution corresponds to the radiation 
Pattern of the sampling array with the elements phased in the direction of the source. Figure 7 illustrates a portion of the radiation pattern of the long 1181.1 m arm of the SARA array for four array configurations (i) 155 inter-element spacings of 7.62 m, (ii) a thinned 
alraY with 35 spacings of 7.62 in and 24 spacings of 38.10 m, (iii) 32 spacings of 7.62 in, 
1  s'pacing of 22.86 m and 24 spacings at 38.10 In and (iv) 16 spacings of 15.24 m, one of 22.86 m and 24 spacings of 38.10 in. As can be seen, each configuration has its own 
antenna pattern. 

Figur. 
' • Portion of directional distribution for 4 configurations of 1181-m-long ann. 

Legend: 1- 155 spaces at 7.62 in; 2- 35 spaces at 7.62 in and 24 spaces at 
38.10 m; 3- 32 spaces at 7.62 in, 1 space at 22.86 in and 24 spaces at 38.10 
m; 4- 16 spaces at 15.24 in, 1 space at 22.86 m and 24 spaces at 38.10 m. 
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3.2 The Effect of Replacing Signals at Missing Antennas With Interpolated Values 

If signals at tnissing antenna positions are replaced with interpolated values, the 
effect for a very restricted range of radio frequencies and source directions as indicated 
below, Will  be to add new antennas and to change the radiation pattern. If all the missing 
antenna positions are suitably repla.ced, the radiation pattern becomes the same as that of a 

array. If this change in the antenna pattern is of no consequence, it is safer to 
replace missing samples with zeros so as to eliminate any possibility that the interpolation 
could produce any deterioration in the directional distribution because of aliasing. This is 
discussed below. 

In order to understand what happens when interpolation is used, it is useful to 
regard the signals at the antenna elements as a short sequence of unevenly spaced time 
samples, with the unit of time corresponding to units of the inter-element spacing. For 
such a "time" sample, aliasing will occur if I f fs/2 where f is the radio frequency and 
f, = 1/T, where T, is the tune  between samples. There will be no aliasing if T >27; where 
T is the period of the radio frequency. Now consider the irregularly spaced samples show 
in Figure 8 where the filled dots correspond to the samples and the "X"s the interpolated 
values. This sequence represents a portion of the 236-m short array  ai-m, and for this study 
includes the single Ts  = 6 units of 3.81 m and some of the 14 cases with Ts  = 4 units of 
3.81 m. For this sequence there is no aliasing as long as T>  12 units of 3.81 m. This is 
illustrated in Figure 9 where each curve presents a portion of the post-14-- 1.  frequencY 
spectra (or directional distribution) for the case where the signals at the tnissing antennas 
were estimated by using a crude linear interpolation between samples. For T k 12 the 
spectra were identical. For T = 11, 10, and 9, as the aliasing for the Ts  = 6 interval 
becomes greater, there is a noticeable deterioration in the lobe structure of the spectrum. At 
T = 8 the main lobe amplitude decreases, and at T = 7 the lobe structure in the spectruin 
vanishes. At T = 7 the frequency was greater than the Nyquist frequency fs /2 of the 
largest inter-element spacing, and the interpolation failed and could not be used to 
successfully replace tnissing samples. However, as we shall now see, for a restricted set a 
directions, interpolation can still be used. 

T = 20 SPACES 

• x x 

Figure  8. End-fire wave along centre portion of array arm 
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Let us now return to the samples as signals from an unevenly spaced array. The 
wave shown in Figure 8 and the waves discussed to this point are for a source in the end-

fire position with wavefronts perpendicular to the array arm. The wave shown is for a 

radio frequency f = 3.94 MHz with a wavelength Xef along the array ann of 20 units of 

3.81 m. Signals received by the SARA array are normally other than end-fire, arriving at 

an angle et to the array arm. For such a signal Id = X / cos e where X is the wavelength of 

the radio frequency at the angle el and X = 299.7925/f where f is the radio frequency in 
MHz. As indicated above, there is no aliasing and no deterioration of the directional 
distribution as long as T>  2T3. Substituting in this expression T = Xef and Ts  = d, where d 

is the inter-element space, replacing xe  and rearranging, one obtains for the condition of 
no aliasing, 

cos 9 < 299.7925/2 d f 

The angle 9 is thus required to be greater than arc cos (299.7925/2 di), and values 
of this angle for the three inter-element spacings of the long arm of the SARA array are 
listed in Table I for selected frequencies. In summary, interpolation can only be used if the 
source angle lies between the 90 degree angle and that listed in the table. 

Table I 

Tabulations of Minimum Angle (degrees) to the Array Ann Direction For Which 
Interpolated Values Can be Used For Missing Antennas of the SARA Array 

(9) 

pacing  No. of-1-Prequency 
d(m) 	Occurences 1 f(MHz) 

7 	11111111ffl 16 
4 	 .  : 7  .4 75.:  

1 	20.5 49.0 59.7 65.8 
15.24  Ji. 	11.1 11.4 41.: 5 .1 

7:  
69:81717 

63 1  

58.8 

	

22 125 128 	31 

	

81. 	82.7 

.4 66.8 

1 

 69.4 71.5 
76.5 77.8 

16 —Tr§ 
78.1 

As a means of demonstrating the effect of a linear interpolation, consider a radio 
frequency of 10 MHz and three sources located at 80°, 30° and 5° to the long array arT11 • 
For the source at 80° to the long arm, interpolation over even the largest spacing, 38.10 trl 
will not result in aliasing. However, for the source at 30° there will be aliasing in both the 
24 cases of a 38.1 m inter-element space and the single case of an inter-element space of 
22.86 m and this aliasing will result in very serious deterioration in the resultant directional 
distribution. For the source at 5° there will be aliasing for all  inter-element spacings and the aliasing will result in catastrophic deterioration of the directional distribution. The 
combined directional distribution of the three sources will be seriously affected. A combined directional distribution on the orthogonal short arm will also be affected but in a 
different sense. One could not use such a directional distribution to locate even one of 
these sources. For cases such as this, zeros would have to be used for signais  at the 
missing antennas. 
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If a more precise interpolation algorithm is used the directional distribution curves Would be better. Such an algorithm could use a combination of zero filling for the largest 
inter-element spaces and interpolation for the smaller spaces. The most mathematically 
Sound procedure is to always replace the rnissing samples with zeros. 

4. DOPFUR and TIMFUR Analysis Programs Using the PI 
Technique 

The programs DOPFUR and TIMFUR, which process data using a fast Fourier 
'nsfortn, are essentially identical except that the former uses data that has been 
Preprocessed into 256 separate Doppler frequencies and the latter uses data that has been 
Pr_ eProcessed into 256 equivalent tirne samples. The intent of both programs is to perform 
s.econd-stage processing using an FFT to convert the received signal into a directional distribution, and to utilize the Peak Identification (PI) technique described below to identify and classify each of the various peaks in the distribution as corresponding to a particular 
type of pattern lobe. This is done for the signals on each arm. Peaks which are identified 
_as  main lobes on one arm and which correspond to pealcs identified as main lobes on the 
u_per arm are referred to as matched peaks. The sky location of the intersecting cone angles 
° these matched peaks indicate the elevation and bearing of the incoming signal. 

The main part of the PI technique is the classification of each of the identified peaks 
aAecording to lobe type by matching these peaks to the various lobes given in a master list. 

hst of the 28 most intense lobes for the long arm and the 20 most intense lobes for the 
_ 
short arm for a single source is presented in Tables and III. In these tables the main lobe, 
which Corresponds to the strongest peak, is given a relative direction cosine index (DCI) of 
(2; 0, and a relative power in dB of 0.00. In the heading 'Lobe', M represents a main lobe, 

a grating lobe and S a side lobe. U is used to indicate an unidentified peak. For each 
Peak the DCI and relative power are relative to the main lobe. These tables are for an H-
array size of 2048 points. 

Table II 

Peak Positions and Magnitudes of the 28 Largest Pattern Lobes of Arm 1 
bee du  
era Lobe 	il dB 	Lobe D I d : Lobe MI M 

1
U 

ilittur.„.10, M 	 71  BEM S 
- ..4 : 01111 

mourallIMILIMIIMIIIIIME11111111111111IME11111 
QI JJ 

E1111112111111M111111110.2111111MLIIIIIMINIMILIII 
1'77 	-1..1 	201 	-14. 	IA: 	1.11 

 M Lobe 
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Table III 

Peak Positions and Magnitudes of the 20 Largest Pattern Lobes of Ami  2 

The above lobes other than the main lobe are the grating lobes for the narrowest 
inter-element spacing, 15.24 m, and all the strongest side lobes. A test was carried out to 
determine the optimum FFT lengths for the two arms; they were found to be 512 points for 
the long arm and 128 points for the short arm. These lengths were considered optimum 
because identical elevations and bearings could be obtained using these  or larger Fer 
lengths, but the computation time was much shorter using the smaller 1.1. I arrays. The 
DCI values listed in Tables II and IH were normalized to the 512 and 128 points in the 
programs. 

When only one radio source is present, the FFT yields a directional distribution 
having only the directional peaks listed in Table II or Table III. When several sources are 
present, each has an identical directional distribution and at each DCI the contributions of 
each source are vectorially summed. During such conditions the locations of some of the 
peaks and their maximum power no longer correspond perfectly to those in the tables. 

Listed below, and described in conjunction with the parameters indicated in Figure 
10 are the steps used in the programs DOPFUR and TIMFUR for identifying a source or 
sources. They are in two stages. 

4.1 Stage I of PI Technique. Identification and Coding of Peaks 
1. Lower limit of power of peaks: Weak sources were difficult to unambiguouslY 

identify because the difference between the actual and theoretical array patterns was used to 
identify the presence of potential auxiliary sources. The signals are complex rather than 
real so the pattern magnitudes could not be merely subeacted to identify weaker peaks. It 
was necessary to set a limit in peak power (in dB) below that of the largest peak, below 
which pealcs were deemed to be too weak to be confidently identified as potential sources. 
A 9.1-dB limit was found to be optimum; use of this limit, as can be determined frole 
Tables II and III would result in about ten peaks on the long arm and about four peaks on 
the short arm when only a single source was present. If more peaks were identified, th e  
data set was suspect and treated as indicated in Sec. 4.2 (7). 

2. Determine precise DCI: Precise values of the relative DCI maximum amplitude 
and the phase (with all phase rotations removed) of each peak were obtained by employing 
a five-point parabolic fit to the data. 
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lobe. 3. Position matching and position code: The largest peak was talcen as the main The precise relative position of each peak to this main lobe was determined. The Position of each peak was then matched to the position of each peak in the reference list. The position discrepancy between the experimental peaks and the theoretical ones in the list was investigated; and it was found that a position uncertainty of less than ±I.5 units for both the 5 12-point FFT of the long arrn and the 128-point  FF T of the short arm was satisfactory for locating peaks. A pealc within such position uncertainties was assigned a Position code corresponding to the type of lobe it matched, i.e. M, G or S, and failing that a ti. 

4. Power matching and power code: For the lobe found in (3) the experimental Power relative to that of the main lobe was compared to the corresponding value in the 
toaster list How much of a power uncertainty could be allowed was investigated and a 
Power uncertainty of ±1.25 dB for a grating lobe and ±2.5 dB for a side lobe were found 
to be satisfactory for matching peak powers. A peak within such power limits was 

signed the power code of the saine type of lobe found in (3.) 

4 .2  Stage!!  of PI Technique. Matching a Peak on the Long Arm to a Peak on the 
Short Arm 

matching pealcs 
for 	The following steps, 1 through 7, in the sequence listed was found to be successful 

and thus identifying sources. 

1 . Matched centre phases: Each peak found in the long arm data was matched to 
se'vn Peak found in the short arm data, and potentially a peak on one arm could match 
ia,eral Peaks on the other arm. If the phase of a peak on the long arm (evaluated, as 
„tuaoated in Section 2.5 as the phase at the centre of the array arm) differed from the phase 
smeLhing. 
`1£ peak on the short arm by more than 45 degrees the pealcs were considered as non- 

(The 45 degrees phase difference limit is somewhat arbitrary. However, in a 
,.,rarate dy it was found that both position (Sec. 4.1.3) and power (Sec. 4.1.4) codes 
:re_re usuall stuy satisfied if this difference was less than 45 degrees, but only occasionally if 
rtesesPhase difference was more than 45 degrees.) Consequently, if the phase difference was 

than 45 degrees, a possible match of peaks was considered to be found. 

Peak Pairs satisfying this step were then scrutinized by Steps 2 and 3. 

niain (M) 
2. Main lobes match: If the peak coding for position on both arms was that of the 

identifiod. lobe, a peak match was unambiguously found and the main source was 

grating (G 3. Grating lobes and side lobes match: If the peak coding on either arrn was a 
iden itif. 	) lobe or a side (S) lobe for both position and power, no source could be 

ed as any match would not be that of a source but that of auxiliary lobe structures. 

co  4 . Single peak for several sources: At this stage of source identification most peak 
thrtnbinations would have been eliminated. Of those not, there were cases of one, two or 
sucei.e Peaks on the long arm which matched the same single peak on the short arm. For 
had" eases it was realized that the single overlapping or combiner] peak on the short ami 
peaka, Phase and amplitude which was the vector combination of the components of several 
peak' and as such its combined amplitude and phase would not match perfectly any of the 
the  s on the long arm. All such peaks on the long arrn were taken as possible matches to 
Th single Peak on the long  arm  and all such combinations were taken as possible sàurces. 

eir identification as sources was dealt with as described in (5). 
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5 Power difference on two arms: If the power of a peak on one arm greatly 
exceeded.  the power of a peak on the other arm, the peaks were considered as non-matched. 
A cutoff power ratio between the two peaks was used. A study of this problem indicated 
that when the ratio of the two peaks was large the weak peak was usually ambiguous on 
both arms whereas when the ratio was small the weaker peak was usually unambiguously 
present on the one arm in spite of being usually swamped by the large peak on the other 
arm. A cutoff power ratio of 10 dB between the two pealcs was used. Peak combinations 
which had satisfied all previous conditions, and for which the power difference was less 
than 10 dB, were considered as matching peaks corresponding to true sources. 

6. Limit of number of sources identifiable: Based on an examination of a large 
number of results at this stage of peak matching it was found that the maximum number of 
sources that could be reliably identified was near three. For cases when the number of 
sources identified was greater than three, the extras were considered to have possibly 
resulted from the vector sum of side lobes and grating lobes of the 3 main sources and a 
possible main lobe of another source. In such cases the DC' positions and powers of these 
pealcs may have been sufficiently altered to enable them to satisfy the above steps to be 
identified as a source. Therefore it was decided that when more than three sources were 
identified, none of the sources would be considered as positively identified. (Armed with a 
time history of sources it was sometimes possible to positively identify up to four sources 
even if four or five possible sources were identified. Only rarely could a fourth source be 
accepted as a true source.) 

7. Limit of number of peaks identified: Normally 10 peaks, made up of the main ,  
grating and side lobes of the sources were identified in the directional distribution of the 
long arm and 4 in that of the short arm. When the number of peaks exceeded 15 and 7 
respectively, it was recognized that many sources were present, some multipath and some 
interference. At such times a number of possible sources, ray paths or unidentified . 
matching peaks ranging from 1 to 10 were identifiable. Because almost all were dubious, it 
was decided that if more than 15 and 7 pealcs were found on the long and short amis, none 
of the possible sources would be treated as positively identified. Armed with a time historY 
of accepted sources it was possible to positively identify one or two sources at the time of a 
brief but severe burst of interference or noise, even when a few more than 15 and 7 peaks 
were identifi.ed. At other times such identification was impossible. 

4.3 Additional Remarks 

1.W'hen muhipath is present and the sources are nearly coincident, the largest peak 
merely represents the mean position of the multiple sources. In this case there are 
substantial errors in the bearings and elevations of the sources. If precise sky positions are 
required, superresolution techniques would need to be employed for such cases. 

2. The different limiting parameters that were used, and are indicated in Figure 10,  
are somewhat arbitrary. They are the 9.1-dB difference between the strongest peak and the  weakest peak confidently identified as a possible source (Sec.  4.1  (1)), the 1.5 DCI units 

i as the limit n.  position uncertainty of a peak (Sec. 4.1 (3)), the.  2.5- and 1.25-dB peak 
power uncertainty (Sec. 4.1 (4)), the 45-degree phase matching uncertainty (Sec. 4.2 (1)) 
and the 10-dB power difference limit between matching peaks on the two arms (Sec. 4 .2 

 (4)). The upper limits of three sources (Sec. 4.2 (6)) and the 15 and 7 peaks (Sec. 4.2 (7 ))  
are also somewhat arbitrary. Use of values other than those above, if only one source is . 
present, 	not al ter the results, but if multiple sources are present they could change the  i number of peaks dentified on each arm and the number of possible sources  identified. 
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figure 10. Illustration of some of criteria for identifying sources. 

eacxcereepitas 
3 . When the geographical location of a signal source is known, a range of 

ble elevations and bearings can be assumed for the anival direction. Care must be 

aro  with such an assumption. What may fall within this allowed range of elevations 

10,vanngs may be the grating lobe and side lobes of an interfering signal whose main 

ue may be located elsewhere. 

5. Theoretical Study of Resolving Two Sources Using an FFT 

5.1 Resolving Limit of the Two Arms 

rece . The main factor which affects the separate identification of two sources when their 

the  lved signais are processed by an FFT is the width of the main lobe. This width dictates 

for resolution limit. Based on a 2048-point FFT, the -3-dB width is 12.4 DCI units wide 

.. I, the 42-element array, and 54.0 DCI units for the 16-e 1ement array. For a 15-MHz 

a1.11g..Tal at  an elevation of 0.0° in the boresight direction these DCI units correspond to 0.91° 

tiin' 	of azimuth respectively. The main lobe of the 16-element array is thus 4.35 

ues wider than that of the 42-e1ement array, clearly indicating that the long arrn has the 

'II en better resolution capability. 

5.2 Array Resolution 

pop  In order to  determine the point at which two sources begin to be resolved, the 

second UR  Program was modified to yield 
solutions for one source at a fixed position and a 

o source at a family of positions. A 2048-Point FFT was used. The fixed source 

anwns assumed to be located in the approximate direction of the Texas transmitter, at a cone 

Calle °f 89 .6°  or at a direction cosine index (DCI) of 1020.0 with respect to the long arm. 

were carried out in which the second source was located at DCI = 993, 

(k) 1052,  1053. The DC' is used here since it is the same as the frequency bin index 

Tb in equation (1) which is dependent on the size of the FFT array and not the frequency. 

se,e DCI  is converted to cone angle by equation (8). For a frequency of 15.0 MHz, the 

',rend-source DCI values correspond to cone angles from 85 ° to 92 ° with respect to the 

g arin.Calculations were carried out in which the power of the second source was 0.0 

nt,...1°  dB, -6.0 dB and -10.0 dB relative to that of the fixed source. The phase at the 

efixe  of the array  arm was used to represent 
the phase of the source. The phase of the 

el source was arbitrarily set at 0.0°  while the second source was given phases of 0.0°, 
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30.0°„ 360.0° . This second-source phase is thus also the difference in the phases of 
the two sources and is referred to as such. 

The result of combining two sources can be visualized by using the curve in Figure 
4 for the stronger source, displacing it for the second source both in position and 
magnitude and assigning it a different phase. The complex components at each DC1 
position are determined for each curve and the combined distribution curve cakulated. At 
the different DCI positions there will  be either construc tive or destructive interference. The 
combined distribution wi ll, in most cases, have its strongest peak at a particular DCI 
position corresponding to the main lobe of the strongest peak. At another DCI, there will be 
a second peak representing the main lobe of the second source, or an inflection indicating 
the presence of a second unresolvable peak. The positions of the peaks or the peak and the 
inflection will depend greatly on the phase difference between the two sources and the 
difference in the magnitudes of their main lobes. 

The theoretical results indicated that as the angular separation of the two real 
sources was increased from zero, a point was reached where the unresolved determined 
sources became resolved. The separation of the real sources at this point for the 42-element 
array is plotted in Figure 11 as a function of the difference in phases of the two sources. 
The results for f3 ° are identical to that for (360  -/3),  where s is o°, 30°„360°. The 
separation in cone angle, for a frequency of 15 MHz, is indicated by the lowest of the 
horizontal scales; the scales above it indicate the positions of the sources in direction cosine 
index (DCI) and cone angle. The curve for -10 dB is dashed to indicate its uncertainty. 

CONE ANGLE (DEG.) 
90 

 18- 

Figure 11. Minimum angular separation (lowest horizontal scale) required for resolution of 
two sources, as a function of the phase difference between the sources for, 
various differences in source powers. First source is at DCI=1020, secona source at contour. Frequency is 15 MHz. 
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Two important points are revealed by this plot. (1) With decreasing magnitude of the weaker source there is an increase in the width of the region where the two sources c. annot be resolved. (2) As the phase difference between the sources increases from 0° to 
180°  (or decreases from 360° to 180 0) the width of the unresolved region decreases, regardless of the magnitudes of the two sources. For signals with identical magnitudes and 

.a 180°  phase difference, the two signals remain separated up to the point of coincident 
locations, at which point the signals cancel and only noise remains. 

5.3 Variation in Position of Unresolved Peak 

The location of the unresolved single peak as a function of the difference in phases 
for  two sources having the same magnitude is presented in Figure 12. The outer curves are 
,the .salne as those in Figure 11, but here they approximately represent the second-source 
CsItion where the two sources begin to be unresolved. The vertical dashed lines indicate the  Positions of the first and second sources, and are so labelled. The arrows start at these 
S°Urces and both terminate at the line of the single combined peak. As can be seen, when the  magnitudes of the two sources are identical, the unresolved peak appears midway r' 
uetween the two sources, and this location is independent of the difference in the phase of tile two sources. 
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Figures 13 and 14 are similar to Figure 12 but the second source is weaker than the 
first source. As can be seen, for a weaker second source the unresolved peak is positioned 
between the two sources for phase differences less than 900 , but this position shifts to the 
reverse side of the stronger peak for larger phase differences. As the magnitude of the 
second source decreases, -3 dB in Figure 13 and -10 dB in Figure 14, the position of the 
unresolved peak quickly approaches that of the stronger source. In this range of 
magnitudes for the second source the position of the unresolved peak does not 
proportionately follow the position of the weaker source but behaves in an irregular 
manner. In Figures 13 and 14 the single peak for the second source at DCI = 1003 
corresponds to the position of the first side lobe of the wealcer source and the main lobe of 
the stronger source, while the single peak for the second source at 1013 corresponds to the 
position of the main lobe for both sources. 

Figure 13. Location of unresolved single peak (where arrowheads meet) for first source at DCI=1020 and second source at end of other arrow. 
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Figure 14. Location of unresolved single peak (where arrowheads meet) for first source at 
DCI=1020 and second source at end of other arrow. 

5.4 Effect of Noise 

the  13
, The effect of different levels of background noise was investigated. An increase in 
,ackground noise (a decrease in the signal-to-noise ratio) introduces a "jitter" in both 

In. ere' P:sae and i magnitude of the received signal which appears in the post-FFT result. With 
of 	noise t becomes increasingly difficult to identify the exact cone angle positions 

çuner the resolved or unresolved peaks. 

5.5 Possible Accurate Bearings During Multipath 

Phase 
	results in Figures 13 and 14 also indicate that there is a narrow range of centre 

th2e  differences near 100° (or 260°) where the location of the unresolved peak is very near 
uZt of the stronger source regardless of the magnitude and position of the wealcer source. 
Zna: happens under these conditions is that the vector sum of signals in the vicinity of the 
ro_ lobe of the strongest signal produces a narrower main lobe than would be produced 

Phase difference closer to 0.0°. This result suggests that during multiple-source 
wur multipath conditions it may be occasionally possible to obtain a correct bearing. The 
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phase difference between the two strongest sources would have to vary with time and the 
phase difference would have to pass through 100 or 260 °. If a number of bearings were 
determined near that time, their standard deviation would be small. This result could be 
applied to situations where an accurate direction-of-arrival estimate is required and 
multipath is present. Work with real-world signals is needed in order demonstrate this 
finding and further develop the technique. 

5.6 Sky Positions of Peaks From Two Array Arms 

Once a peak on one array arm is matched to a peak on the other array arm, the 
elevation and bearing or sky position of the source can be determined. A study of the 
change in this sky position when one source is fixed and a second is variable can reveal 
much about the resolution limit of the FFT. A special version of DOPFUR program was 
used to investigate this matter. Signals present at each element of the SARA array were 
generated in a simulation program using known bearing, elevation, amplitude and phase 
values for the two sources. Noise was not included. For this study both sources were set 
at an elevation of 10.0°. The first source was set at a bearing of N 236.42 E, the bearing of 
the Texas transtnitter, and calculations were carried out for the second signal at bearings N 
230.42 E to N 241.17 E in 0.25 degree steps. A frequency of 14.55 MHz was used. 

Figure 15 illustrates the results for the 42-by-16-element array for the case where 
the phases and magnitudes of the two sources are identical. At this stage points have not 
yet been removed on the basis of (1) the difference in the phase of the peaks on the two 
arms exceeding the 45-degree limit or (2) the amplitude of the peak on one arm exceeding 
that on the other arm by more than 10 dB. In this figure, the first source is located at N 
236.42 E at the position of the arrow and the second, in sequence, at the numbered points 
on the 10.0-degree elevation line. The other numbered points indicate the corresponding 
determined or apparent source positions. For the second source located at positions 1 to 19 
and 30 to 44 the analysis indicates that the determined second apparent source would 
appear along a curve whose locus runs between 11 degrees elevation at N 230 E and 8 
degrees elevation at N 240 E, which is close to a cone angle of 10 degrees to the SW to NE 
arm. The apparent first source would appear along the N 236 E bearing between elevations 
9 degrees and 12 degrees which is close to a cone angle of 84 degrees to the NW-to-SE 
arm. For positions 20 to 29 only a single apparent source appears. For positions 3 to 9 
and 40 to 44 a clearly erroneous third apparent source appears near an elevation of 10.2 
degrees at bearings near N 234 E and N 239 E respectively. 
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Figure 15. Display of apparent locations of two sources for various actual positions of 

sources. Sources have equal magnitudes and both are located at 10 degrees 

elevation. The actual position of the first source is indicated by the arrows, 

and the numbers along the 10 degree elevation line ùidicate the positions of the 

second source. Numbered dots indicate determined apparent positions of 

sources. Frequency is 14.55 MHz. 

Figure 16 is the same as Figure 15, but now only those cases with matching centre 

Phases and matching amplitudes are plotted. It is now clear that there are missing positions 

the apparent first and second sources. The sky positions which are missing for the first 
SI oautrce (vertical line of points) correspond to the positions of the nulls of the radiation 
p  
c  tern of the second source, while those which are missing for the second source 
o  

l
rrespond to the positions of the nulls of the radiation pattern of the fi rst source. Signals 

o s_oated at such positions were normally too weak to be reliably identified as possible 

ku_t.irees, and criteria inserted in the DOPFUR 
program prevent such weak signals from 

vclug identified as sources. 
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Figure 16. Sources plotted in Figure 15 which were acceptable. 

Upon examination of Figures 15 and 16 it is clear that sources can go undetected if located 
at certain positions in the sky and that the source positions determined can be several 
degrees off the true sky position. 

Plots (not shown here) were also prepared for cases where the two pealcs had equal 
magnitudes but had differences in the centre phases of 40.00  and 170.0° . For the former 
the results were similar to that in Figures 15 and 16 whereas for the latter the phases of the, 
two sources were nearly reversed and for the source positions used in Figure 15, apparel' 
source positions could be found in only a few cases. 

The main conclusion drawn from these figures is that there are weaknesses in thet 
 FFT technique for identifying sources. When two equal-amplitude sources are presen  

there will be certain rare locations of the two sources, e.g. position 3 for the second source  
in Figure 15 at a bearing near N 231 E for which, as indicated in Figure 16 no appar

t  
eil

.  source could be confidently identified. As well, there would be selected positions 	
_ 

of th 
second source, e.g. 1, 8, 9, 17, 18, 31 to 33, 40 and 41 for which both sources could De  
confidently identified. At such locations the side lobe of one of the sources will usuallY 
coincide with the main lobe of the other source. As the difference in the phase of the re, 
sources increases the signals of the two sources will interfere more seriously with eac' 
other and fewer positions of the determined sources will be found. 
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confidently identified. At such locations the side lobe of one of the sources will usually 
coincide with the main lobe of the other source. As the difference in the phase of the two sources increases the signals of the two sources will interfere more seriously with each 
other and fewer positions of the determined sources will be found. 

For a second signal which is weaker, fewer second-source positions will be identifiable, and these will all be at one of the side lobes of the stronger source. Clearly, 
the positions of sources as obtained from the FFT analysis are significantly biased by the side lobe structures of the other sources that are present. 

6.  Experimental Results of DOPFUR Analysis Program Using PI 
Technique 

6.1 Experimental Technique 

, 	The experimental setup and the measurements reported below are described in 
Iviontbriand (1981). Both a swept frequency continuous wave (SFCW) or chirp signal and 
al 

ed 
bced frequency or beacon signal were transmitted from San Antonio, Texas (29.45 °N, 

98.62°  W) and receiv at Ottawa (45.23° N 75.85 °W) over the period Nov. 25 - 27, 1 „,°_, 
/7. The signals were received by a 62-element 1943-m by 236-m crossed aiTay with the 

short arm oriented at a bearing of N 49.7 E. Further details are given in Montbriand (1981) 
and Rice and Winacott (1977). The chirp signals were processed by Montbriand (1981) 
and the results presented in that report. 

6.2 DOPFUR Results 
The beacon results were preprocessed into 256 Doppler frequencies. The DOpFuR 

program was used to examine this data. Normally the frequency distribution was 
verY narrow and the expected signal occupied only a few of the Doppler frequency bins. T  

0  identify those bins, for each Doppler frequency the average of the signals at the 
antennas was calculated. From the amplitude distribution the largest isolated peaks were 
,identified. Only those pealcs within an arbitrary power range of that of the largest pealc 
‘ sPecifically, within 10 dB) were believed to contain the expected signal and were 
Processed to identify sources. The Doppler frequencies of the pealcs were usually less than 
,.°„ ne Hz, but cases of several Hz were sometimes identified, and these usually corresponded 
' strong interferers or signals which were side-scattered. 

Basm
The experimental results over the period Nov. 25 - 27, 1977 were examined. 
u-t",n the forward scatter ionograms and the chirp results it was found that the signal 

received contained multipath and multi-mode propagation components. Sources with 
Ial.aPlitudes spanning 40 dB could be identified using the chirp signals which, as will be 

su°wn, is some 20 dB better than could be done with the beacon results. (The chirp signals 
lenned sources to be separated on the basis of propagation data; this was not possible for 

e beacon signal.) Over the time intervals examined, propagation via the F2 layer over 
p th the low-angle and high-angle paths was present on 184 one-minute intervals. 
h . oPagation via the F2 layer over a single low-angle path in combination with multiple 
2gn, -angle paths, such as occurs during travelling ionospheric disturbances, was present 
„,,-11 ,140 one-minute intervals. Propagation via two hops off the F2 layer in conjunction 
;Itn an  y combination of one-hop propagation was present on 222 one-minute intervals. 
loPagation via the F2 layer, when the radio frequency was at the MUF of the layer, was 

present on 55 one-minute intervals. 

The same beacon signals were processed using the DOPFUR analysis. This 
er2, gram normally examines Doppler signals down to 10 dB below the strongest signal, 
"4°‘v which the signal contains too much multipath and too much noise to unambiguously 
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separate sources. For each Doppler signal exatnined, directional peaks down to 10 dB 
below the main directional lobe were processed to identify sources. Below that level 
sources could not be unambiguously identified. The maximum range of amplitudes was 

thus 20 dB, half the 40-dB range of the chirp analysis. As a consequence, most of the 
weaker signals Montbriand (1981) identified using the chirp analysis were not identifiable 
using the DOPFUR analysis. 

The beacon results can be summarized as follows: (1) During normal propagation 
conditions, the Doppler frequency distribution was usually very narrow, exhibiting a single 
strong peak. Multipath and multimode propagation, when present, usually exhibited the 
saine Doppler frequency as that of the dominant propagation mode. Such modes usually 
had intensities more than 10 dB below the strongest directional peak and hence were not 
identifiable by the DOPFUR analysis. (2) When multiple paths from the F2 layer via the 
high-angle path were present, clearly defined multiple traces of the same propagation mode 
were present on the ionogram. These multiple traces usually exhibited similar powers but 
had different Doppler frequencies and different sky positions (i.e. elevation and bearing). 
(3) When two-hop propagation via the F2 layer was present the trace was smeared over a 
long time delay. Peaks at more than one Doppler frequency were identified on 75% of the 
one-minute intervals, and a third of these were the result of two or more sources. (4) The 
case of the MUF is unique. At frequencies just below the MUF, the Doppler frequency 
distribution was found to be broad and many Doppler peaks could often be identified 
within 10 dB of the largest peak. The signals from some of these peaks were the result of 
several sources. (5) For radio frequencies just above the MUF the Doppler frequencY 
distribution was largely that of noise plus interference and all sorts of frequencies and 
source locations were usually found. 

In general, the direction-of-arrival of a signal which was propagating essentially in 
the great circle direction could be determined at all times when the radio frequency was 
below the MUF; in many cases such propagation could be determined at more than one 
Doppler frequency. In 20% of the cases the signal present at a particular Doppler 
frequency could be separated into two or more sources. The only time the expected source 
could not be identified was when the signal had vanished into the background noise due to 
the radio frequency being above the MUF. The sky positions obtained using the DOPFUR 
analysis on the beacon data were similar to those obtained by Montbriand (1981) for the 
chirp data; they were not identical as the two sets of data were recorded 20 seconds apart. 
The direction-of-arrival precision of the beacon results for the Doppler-frequency-separate d  
data and the time-equivalent data are almost identical. This is discussed in the next section. 

7.  Experimental Results of TIMFUR Analysis Programs Using P1 
Technique 

A study similar to that detailed in Section (4) was carried out on specially prepared 
time-equivalent data. 

The time-equivalent data was prepared from the received beacon data. This data 
was converted to complex voltages by first-order phase and amplitude  correctio n
followed by corrections for phase and amplitude differences resulting from differences in 
cable lengths. This was the data processed by the TIMFUR analysis program. 

Corrections not performed were the radio-frequency-dependent corrections. These 
included the obvious correction for the 4.0 Hz offset which had been used to shift the 
received signal away from 0.0 Hz. Another correction not made was that due to the 
Doppler shift of the received signal; instead, this was regarded as a pararneter to be 
measured. One final correction was that for the time delay between the sequential sampling 
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The results for Nov. 25 (day 329), 1977 for 10:29:20 EST are presented in Figures 17 to 21. A restricting cone angle window was not used so that the possibility of detecting 
sources would be increased. The time history of the bearings and elevations are presented 
in Figures 22 and 23. The signal frequency was 14.45 MHz. 
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Figure 17. Best solution sky positions of sources on day 329 at 10:29:20 EST for scans 1 
to 11. Frequency is 14.45 MHz. 
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Figure 19. Best solution sky positions of sources on day 329 at 10:29:20 EST for scans 
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Figure 20. Best solution sky positions of sources on day 329 at 10:29:20 EST for scans 
46 to 83. 
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Figure 21. Best solution sky positions of sources on day 329 at 10:29:20 EST for scans 
84 to 125. 
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Figure 23. Elevations of all sources from best solutions on day 329 at 10:29:20 EST for 
scans 1 to 218. Frequency is 14.45 MHz. 

The results in Figures 17 and 22 for scans 1 to 11 (of the 218 usable scans in the 
one-minute interval) indicate possible sources at bearings of N 236.8 E, N 238.7 E, and N 
240.5 E. The results in Figures 19 and 22 for scans 19 to 41 indicate possible sources at 
234.2, 236.8 and 238.8 degrees. The results in Figures 21 and 22 for scans 84 to 125 
indicate possible sources at 229.5 and 236.5 degrees. For scans 125 to 215 there was a 
single source near 236.5 degrees. 

The multiple bearings listed above were suspiciously regular in their spacing. A 
careful study was carried out to determine if the sources were real, and if so, why their 
bearings were so distributed. The study revealed that the strongest source was located near 
N 236.8 E. It also revealed that for scans 1 to 47 (c.f. Figures 22 and 23) severe multipath 
was present. There were 1 to 20 possible solutions for each scan, and of the first 47 scans, 
12 had 3 or less possible solutions. The second and third sources on scans 1 to 11 have 
amplitudes which are about -3 dB and -5 dB of the first source, well above the -14.5 d13  
side lobes on both sides of the main lobe. For each source the centre phase difference was 
also small, indicating that the separate sources were real. It was concluded that the 
seemingly regular spacing between the three sources was a result of the bias that the side 
lobes would introduce for the position of weaker secondary and tertiary sources, the effect 
discussed earlier and illustrated in Figures 15 and 16. In the present case the strongest 
source is located near N 239 E for the first few scans and near N 237 E for the remaining 
scans. The other positions appear to be side-lobe positions of the strongest source and are 
the biased locations at which the second and third sources would be identified. Precise 
locations for all three sources may require superresolution techniques for their 
identification. 
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7.1 Use of Doppler Frequency for Source Idennfication 

The 11MFUR results contain another feature which can be used to establish the uniqueness of different sources when multiple sources are present. Each source has its own Doppler frequency and this frequency can be estimated from a time history of its mid-array phase. As an illustration, if the scan rate was 12.8 Hz (as was our case) and if the 
time history indicates a source has a phase rotation of -120° between scans, then the total 
frequency difference is (-120./ 360.) x 12.8 Hz = -4.27 Hz. Removing the 4.0 Hz offset leaves a Doppler shift of -.27 Hz for the source. Other sources can be similarly identified. 
This suggests that a useful comparison of these source-Doppler results could be made with 
the sources obtained from the DOPFUR analysis. Such a comparison was not always 
Possible to achieve because the TIMFUR results often had a time varying Doppler 
frequency and existed for only a short time whereas the DOPFUR results were on average 
over 218 scans. Short-lived sources were not identifiable in the DOPFUR results; they 
would have appeared as sources too wealc to be detected. As a consequence, only a rough 
comparison of the results could be made. Only those sources which were intense and 
Persisted for a long time could be matched to the TIMFUR sources. Multiple sources in the 
DOPFUR results corresponded to fairly stable sources in the TIMFUR results. 

8. The MUSIC Algorithm 

The MUltiple SIgnal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm of Schmidt (1981) has _ 	. 	. 	. 	. . 	. become one of the latest signal processing tools for separating signals which are closely 
sPaeed in bearing or elevation or for identifying a weak signal in the presence of a strong 
one. It was these characteristics which motivated a cooperative project between the 
Communications Research Centre (CRC) and the Naval Oceans Systems Center (NOSC). 
The objective of this project was to use data obtained by the SARA facility during a 
Propagation experiment over a Texas-to-Ottawa path in 1977 to study the direction-of-
arrival limitations of the MUSIC algorithm, the wavefront testing technique and the 1.1-1 
algorithm technique. The studies were to be carried out on identical data. NOSC was sent 
specific data so as to examine the potential of the MUSIC algorithm. In return, CRC was 
to receive copies of the MUSIC algorithm software. At CRC the wavefront testing 
technique was studied by Winacott (1986) and the FFT algorithm technique by the author, 
the results of which are included in this note. The MUSIC software somehow did not 
arrive, and faced with a slim hope that it would arrive before termination of this project* the 
author investigated the possibility of preparing his own. 'Thanlcs to the cooperation of Dr. 
Eric Hung (1986), the author was able to obtain a general layout of the computations of the 
MUSIC algorithm (see Appendix A). Based on this layout the author was able to 
successfully prepare a computer program called TMUSIC for processing time equivalent 
data into directions-of-arrival estimates. The computer program calculates the directional 
distribution of the received signal at selected elevations. The locations of the various peaks 
and their amplitudes for these elevations are used to determine the sky positions of the 
various sources. A logical extension of this software would be to use an iterative 
Procedure to identify the precise elevation and bearing of each source present in the 
received signal.  

A final report, "Signal Subspace Processing of Actual Radio and Acoustic Data" by 
G.E. Martin, 213pp, Martin Analysis Software Technology, Inc., San Diego, Calf., Feb. 
188, arrived Dec. 12, 1988 
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9. Results of the MUSIC Program 

9.1 Results Based on Simulated Data 

A simulated signal identical to that which would be picked up by the SARA array 
was calculated using a program called DOPSIM. Up to five separate signals could be 
combined and white Gaussian noise could be added to it to provide a pre-specified signal-
to-noise ratio. Such signals were generated for all 256 Doppler frequency bins. The 
parameters of each signal were as listed in Table IV and are the source's bearing, elevation, 
signal amplitude, and phase that the signal would have at the centre of the crossed arraY. 
For the test, the noise was set at 40 dB below the strongest signal. Signals from the three 
sources listed below were used with tests carried out on one, two and three sources. 

Table IV 

Description of Sources Used in Tests 

Source 	Beann:. 	Elevation 	Am.  litude 	Centre Phase 
(Deg.) 	(Deg.) 	(1-1N) 	(Deg.) 

235.00 	15.00 	10.0 	45.0  
2 	225.00 	15.00 	10.0 	100.0  
3 	145.00 	15.0$ 	 10.0 	155.0 	. 

A frequency of 15.0 MHz was used. The simulated data was first analyzed using 
the DOPFUR program and the results are presented below. 

Table V 

DOPFUR Results of Tests 

mimes 	Beann 	Elevation 	2 Arm  Am.. 	entre Phase 

	

(De .) 	(De .) 	Di 	. (dB) 	Diff. (De .) 
1 	 4. 	14.9 	0.2 	 1.2  
ROMMIIIIMMIMI 	15.  7 	5.1 	 . 

	

1 i 	14. 	5.1 
UM/1M 	4. 	1 .4 	6.0 

	

235.15 	16.32 	6.2 	-49.2 
' • .54 	5.1 	54. 

The simulated data was then processed using the TMUSIC program. Using 
forward-sequenced data, the result in each case was essentially the same as obtained by the 
DOPFUR analysis. This is because the MUSIC algorithm requires a measurable degree of 
uncertainty in each of the signals for the algorithm to function properly. Adding varying 
degrees of noise was tried but these did not help, probably because the signal was still too 
pure. Introducing amplitude and phase jitter into the simulated signal would likely have 
produced satisfactory results. Before this was tried, however, it was found that a supenor 
solution could be obtained using forward- and reverse-sequenced data, as described below. 
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earing 	1 Elevation 
(Deg.) 	_1(Deg.)  

15.01 
224.74 	1-371 

1 	.12 
235.54 	13.13 	 0.0 	-12.4 
244. 	• 	 -1.1. 
224.59 	16.54 

1,2 3 

A procedure which is commonly used if the samples are evenly spaced is to 
combine the covariance matrices of forward-sequenced data and conjugate reverse-
sequenced data. The samples used in our experiment were not evenly spaced but were so 
sPued that the conjugate reverse-sequenced data matched the signal and phase pattern of the forward-sequenced data, permitting their use in such a combined covariance matrix. 
The fact that the reverse-sequenced data did not produce a perfect match to the noise from the forward-sequenced data was advantageous in that it allowed the MUSIC algorithm to 
benefit from the additional, seemingly independent reverse-sequenced data. In cases where 
the MUSIC algorithm performs satisfactorily using the normal forward-sequenced data, 
inclusion of the reverse-sequenced data reduces the incoherent noise and amplifies the 
coherent signal. In this worlc, very good results were obtained from the combined 
covariance matrix. Using such a matrix, the MUSIC algorithm produces a signal variation 
with direction cosine which is an improved version of that produced using the FFT 
algoritinn• For a single source the locations of the various lobes and nulls are essentially 
identical to those obtained using the FFT algorithm, but the magnitudes of the grating and 
side lobes are depressed with respect to the main lobe. With two sources, the spatial 
resolution is much better than that produced using an FFT. For certain source locations the 
MUSIC algorithm can determine the applicable sky position more accurately than the FFT. 
In  some cases where the FFT could only identify a broad source, two sources could be 
identified by the MUSIC algoritlun. 

In Table VI are presented results for 1, 2, and 3 sources using the MUSIC 
algorithm, results which can be compared to those in Table V. 

Table VI 

'MUSIC Results of Tests 

The results for a single source indicate that the TMUSIC program has introduced a 
small systematic bearing error of 0.25 degrees. A careful review of the program and the 
nature of the results expected clearly indicated that the program functioned properly. 
However time was not available to isolate the source of the 0.25-degree error. After 
,renloving this en-or, the TMUSIC sky positions and strengths are almost perfectly matched 
tn amplitude and position to the actual positions for the two sources. The TMUSIC 

This  yields better sky positions than can be obtained using the DOPFUR analysis. 
.1  his is even more evident for the three sources whose mean angular error (vector sum of 
norizontal error, i.e. bearing error times cos(elevation), and vertical error) is 3.08 degrees 
for the DOPFUR results and 1.58 degrees for the uncorrected TMUSIC results. The 
amplitudes on the two -arms are poorly matched in the DOPFUR results and very closely 
matched in the TMUSIC results. Thus the MUSIC algorithm is a substantial improvement 
over the FFT algorithm The work of Martin (1988) confirms these findings. 
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What is also clearly evident is that using the MUSIC algorithm to process data 
containing signals from three sources does not necessarily yield a near perfect solution; 
there is still a substantial error in the estimated sky position of each source. Grooming of 
the data as indicated by Martin (1988) will reduce the error, but a measurable error still 
remains. Termination of this project made it impossible to look into this and related 
problems. 

92 Experimental Results Using the MUSIC Algorithm 

The TMUSIC and DOPFUR analysis programs were used to process some of the 
time equivalent data of Nov. 25 (day 329), 1977. Details of the minute interval at 10:32:20 
EST are discussed below. The frequency was 14.45 MHz. The DOPFUR analysis for 
scans 1 to 10 of the 256 scans indicated that only one source was present and that it was 
located at a bearing of N 235.14 ±.09 E, at an elevation of 18.15 ±.27°. The TMUSIC 
results, when processed for just the forward sequencing of the data suggests the presence 
of more than one source, but yields only one sky position which was at a bearing of N 
234.95 E at an elevation of 18.22°. When both the forward and backward sequencing of 
the data is use,d, the possibility of separating two closely spaced sources increased. As 
indicated below, for the data examined, two sources were identifiable. 

Solution of the n x n covariance matrix yields n eigenvalues and n corresponding 
eigenvectors. The largest eigenvalues belong to what is referred to as "signal space" and 
the remainder to "noise space". There appears to be no clear separation between the signal 
and noise spaces although the smallest eigenvalue of the signal space is usually taken to be 
a factor between 103  and 104  less than the largest eigenvalue. The treatment used herein 
uses eigenvectors of the signal space, whereas Martin (1988) used eigenvectors of the 
noise space. The approaches are different but they both appear to yield the same result. 
The number of eigenvalues of the signal space to use is usually taken to be a few more than 
the number of expected sources. If too few or too many eigenvalues are used in the 
solution, the result is inferior. 

For the test conducted the number of eigenvalues (and their eigenvectors ) 
 cotresponding to the signal space was found to be more than 4 and less than 20. Many of the 

eigenvalues clustered near a certain value and it was found best to either accept or reject then 
as a group. For minute 10:32 almost identical sky positions were obtained using 7 and 11 

 eigenvectors. This problem is studied by Martin (1988). A strong source was found at a 
bearing of N 234.9 E at an elevation of 18.7° and a second source, with a magnitude 5.9 d13  
weaker at a bearing of N 239.1 E and elevation of 17.5 °. The strongest side lobe was 14.3 
dB weaker than the strongest signal. According to the chirp results and the corresponding 
ionograms, both of these sources were the low-angle path of the two-hop propagation mode 
of the F2 layer. 

In order to obtain a more complete illustration of the potential of the MUSIC 
algorithm for identifying all sources, the TMUSIC program was used to determine the 
azimuthal variation of intensity for the minute interval at 10:30:20 EST for all elevation 
angles from 0 to 90° in 1° steps. For each elevation the locations of ail of the peaks were 
determined. All  peaks withùi 16 dB of the intensity of the largest peak are plotted in Figure 
24. This plot has the zenith at the centre, the horizon as the outer circle, elevation circles in 
5-degree steps and bearing lines in 5-degree steps. On this figure the thick lines 
correspond to amplitudes 0 to - 11 dB, the thin lines -11 to -15 dB and the dots to -15 to 
-16.2 dB. Two sources were identified, the stronger at a bearing of N 235.6 E at an 
elevation of 19.6° and the weaker with a bearing of N 227.5 E at an elevation of 19.2°. All 
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N 270 E N 90 E 

other maxima are grating lobes, side lobes and aliased main lobes. Figure 25 extends the 
results plotted in Figure 24 to include all peaks above -17.8 dB. There is a pattern in the 
locations of the peaks; the sources are located on a cone angle (CA1) running from the 
lower left to the upper right and the peaks along CA1 have predictable relative locations and 
magnitudes. Each of the peaks along CA1 correspond to the strongest peak in the 
amplitude distribution along the cone angle of the other  ami (CA2) running from the upper 
left to the lower right Peaks along CA2 also have predictable relative locations and 
magnitudes. In Figures 24 and 25 two sources are present and their combined signal, in 
Places, conceals this pattern. As can be determined from Figure 24, almost all of the peaks 
are below -11 dB. 

N 0 E 

N 180 E 

Figure 24. Slcy plot of all peaks of TMUSIC for Nov. 25, 1977 at 10:30:20 scans 119- 

130. Legend: Thick line 0 to -11.0 dB, thin line -11.0 to -15.0 dB, dots -15.0 

to -16.2 dB. Frequency is 14.45  MHz. 
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N 0 E 

N 180 E 

Figure 25. Sky plot of all peaks of TMUSIC for Nov. 25, 1977 at 10:30:20, scans 119- 
130. Legend: Thick line 0 to -15 dB, thin line -15 to -16.2 dB, dots -16.2 to 
-17.8 dB. 

The MUSIC algorithm in the above cases was clearly able to identify a weaker 
source which had been missed by the DOPFUR analyses. Both analysis were carried out 
on ungroomed data, and for such data, signals which are more than 15 dB weaker than the 
strongest signal would probably be difficult to unambiguously identify using the TMUSIC 
program. Using groomed data, weaker sources could be identified using the MUSIC 
algoritlun, but these could become lost in the grating and side-lobe structures of the 
stronger sources. The chirp analysis of Montbriand (1981) was capable of separating 
signals into different ranges so its overall amplitude range was some 40 dB. The weakest 
signals found in the chirp analysis would not be identified using the MUSIC algorithm 
because of the side-lobe structures. Much more work is needed to thoroughly investigate 
the potential of the MUSIC algorithm for separating closely spaced sources or sources with 
very different amplitudes. 
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10. Conclusions 

A Peak Identification (PI) technique is presented which uses the FFT algorithm for 
unambiguously identifying up to three sources in signals received by the sampled aperture 
receiving array (SARA) of the Communications Research Centre. The technique is simple 
and fast and can be implemented with any array configuration. 

The identification of the sources was found to be subject to the limitations of the 
FFT for resolving multiple sources in that there are certain combinations of amplitudes and 
phases that the sources could have that would prevent them from being identified. Equally 
important, there will be an inherent bias for secondary and tertiary sources to appear at the 
positions of the side lobes of the primary or strongest source. There appears to be a limit to 
the magnitude of a weaker source relative to that of the strongest source, below which it 
becomes too difficult to reliably identify other true sources. For the SARA array this ratio is 
near -10 dB. 

Time equivalent data can be used to determine directional results for each scan of 
the receivers and based on a time history of such scans it is possible to determine the 
Doppler frequency of the different sources. This information can be used to verify the 
authenticity of some of the weaker sources identified. 

Work had only been initiated on the potential of the MUSIC algorithm for 
determining accurate direction-of-arz -ival estimates of sources when this project was 
terminated. In the time available it became clear that the MUSIC algorithm is capable of 
resolving multiple sources not identifiable by the FFT technique by narrowing the main 
lobe and suppressing the side and grating lobes so that the largest of these lobes is some 10 
dB below those obtained using the FFT algorithm. The MUSIC algorithm appears to be 
limited in the same way as the FFT algoritlun in identifying very weak sources in that it too 
has a side lobe and grating lobe structure which will mask weak sources. Much more work 
is needed to investigate its full potential for processing signals received by the SARA array. 
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13. Appendix 

MUSIC Algorithm Calculations 

1. Let the vector bf a be a complex sample of the signals received at a particular instant by 
the M antennas of the receiving array. This "snapshot" is denoted as a column vector 
as a = (a1*, a2*,....,am*)T, where T denotes the transpose operator. 

Let a, be the complex conjugate of the reverse sequence of a, where ar=(am,am./, ..... 
ai )T. Note that the array elements must be evenly spaced, and if not, they must be 
symmetrically spaced so that the phases of the conjugate reverse sequence match those 
of the forward sequence. 

2. For each snapshot calculate the covariance matrix R of a and sum for N snapshots. 

R = 1/N EananH 
n=1 

where anH is the Hermitian (conjugate transpose) of an. 

Also calculate the covariance matrix of ar  and sum for N snapshots and add to the 
matrix for a. 
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Note: A superior solution is obtained by using the combined covariance matrix of the 
forward and reverse sequenced data. It was found by the author that for the theoretical 
data no satisfactory solution could be obtained using just the forward sequenced data a; 
one may have been possible if the theoretical data contained not only noise but adequate 
phase and amplitude 'jitter', but this still would have been inferior to that using the 
combined covariance matrix. 

3. Determine eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix evaluated in step 2. 

4. Normalize each eigenvector to unity. 

5. Order the eigenvalues in decreasing value and order the eigenvectors to correspond to 
the eigenvalues. 

6. The signal space normally contains all eigenvalues within three to four orders of 
magnitude of the largest value. If these eigenvalues cannot be easily identified, the 
number of eigenvalues for the signal space should be at least a few more than the 
number of sources believed present in the recorded signal. It was found by the author 
that the precise number of eigenvalues for the signal space seemed to be less important 
than the inclusion of all of the eigenvalues of a group which had values which were all 
about the same. 

Let L be the number of eigenvectors identified for the signal space and let en  be the n'th 
eigenvector of the signal space. 

7. Assume the antenna array geometry is planar with antennas at positions xi, yi, 

8. Assume a signal at an elevation angle (D. 

9. Assume the signal is at an azimuth e relative to a reference bearing, e.g. the x-axis. 

10. The phase difference between phase fronts orthogonal to the line from the array centre 
to a source at the sky position 09, ) is Sm  = 24mA or 

Sm  = 2rc (xm  cos cos + ym  cos (D sin e)e. 

Calculate the column vector of the signal vector for the M antennas, 

v(e) = (ei8  e) 82.. .., eism)Tfrnrii 

11. Normalize sr to unity. 

12. Calculate (v(e)vH (e)) and define as scalar p. 

13. Calculate V L  leiliv(9)12  and define as the scalar q. 
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14.The amplitude at the azimuth angle e is: 

G(e) = 1/(p - q) 

15. Increment azimuth angle e and repeat steps 10 to 14. 

16. Change to new elevation angle 0 and repeat steps 9 to 15. 

17. Repeat steps 15 and 16 for the azimuths and elevations of interest 

18. Based on the G(e) distributions for the different <D, identify sources and determine 
bearings, elevations and amplitudes. 
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